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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE

The writer has endeavored to produce that image of the Negro
in Louisiana history written by Louisiana writers.

The value of this

study may be reflected in the production of a more authentic image
of the Negro in Louisiana.

It might point up the need for similar

studies as well as better utilization and preservation of sources.
It is further hoped that a new awareness will develop moong Negroes
as to the possible good or hann that might develop to the race itself
and its image in society generally if it is not careful of t.11.e source
of its image.
STATINENT OF PROBIH,f

Sane historians justifications for their concentration in

Afro-American history point up the premis of this study.

C,eorge

Washington Williams is generally regarded as the first serious student
of 'egro history.

Williams states his reason for studying and writing

his celebrated work in this area thus :
Because Negroes had been the most vexation
problems in North Arerica from the time of its discovery dCM11. to the present day ; because in every atterrpt upon the life of the nation--the colored people
had always displayed a matchless patriotism and an
incomparable heroism in the cause of Americans ; because
such history would give the world more correct ideas of
the colored people and incite the latter to greater efforts in the struggle of citizenship and manhood. The

2

single reason that there was no history of the Negro
race would have been a sufficient reason for writing
one. 1
Other writers have expressed themselves on the problem of the
falsified presentation of the Negro in American histories.
these expressions are as follows:

Some of

"Byard Rustin warns that others

want to totally rewrite black history substituting new myths and distortions for the old, eliminating those aspects of black history
that are 1.mcomplimentary, exalting those that support their 'J?Olitical
persuasion and, if necessary, creating events of their own myth-engendering imaginations. 11 ''Martin Kilson' s defense of scholarly selfdetachment, however, is a forceful repudiation. of such distortions of
history and perversions of the intellectual process. 2
He states that it is certainly

time for colleges and tmiversi-

ties to offer courses m the Negro in American history and society.
This urust be done if racist distortions and evaluations are to be
eliminated from t.11.e scholarly treatnent of the Negro. Most American
scholars, black and white, have neglected this area of study in the
3
past and, therefore, it deserves special attention today •.,
Howard Meyers in his book, Overcoming The White Man's History,
says ''that with respect to American history, the evils that have to be

!Earl E. Thorpe, The Central Theme of Black History, Durham:
Seemen Printery, 1969,p. 18-19.

c.

~1artin Kilson, et. al. , Black Studies: Hyths~d Realities,
A. Phillip Randolph Educational Ftmd, Septemoer, 1969, p. 7
3Ibid, p. 7.

3

remedied go far beymd the addition of pictures and achievements.
It is lnportant that mis-educated s~enu and adults learn more
fflllCh more than the catalogue of oodtted items: such as that, Elijah
McCoy• whose 1872 inventicn of an advanced lubricatin system fathered
,-

the phrase "it's the real c:£ay," was the son of a fu itive slave,

or that the valor of a black regiment saved Teddy Roosevelt and his
Rough Riders from ignominous defeat at San Juan Hill.

'Ihe omission
4

of such items is more instructive than their content. n

states the

degree to

He further

which the work of the wbite historian of oppression. 15

Meyers continued by saying, "that the

point that Carter Woodson per-

cieved was that racism, as the product of an aggregate of false beliefs
about a people could be combatted best by the proof and publication

of the truths that would dispel those beliefs. "

6

lvin Stienfield relates his childhood experience in analyzing
the problem at hand : ''as a boy I used to hear old folks laughing and
talking about the way white folks tricked Negroes to America as slaves
with stories of a land where aeelcs wen, overflowing with molasses and
flapjacks grew on trees. " While hardly anybody se

d really taken in

by that myth, it did have, as most jokes have, a necessity, a certain

tone of truth: that the Negro in America has been everlastingly misled,

4Jules Chmnetzlcy and Sidney Kaplan, Black and White In . rican
Cultures, Boston~ The lhiversity of assachusetti"l?riss, ff69, p. 139.
5Ibid, p. 140.
6 Ibid., p. 141.
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tricked, and brainwashed by the ruling race of whites.

It seems

certain, as recorded history bears out, that white conquerors supplenented more deadly weaponry by falling back on ideological warfare in confrontations with other ~ s . 117
Harry Edwards reveals that "even a cursory check of most

textbooks will reveal that few is any Black adu1 ts are mentioned in
them.

If Blacks are portrayed, they typically are pictured per-

forming menial labor, scraping and bowing before mighty whitey. (The
impression sttrlents get is that Black people are in America to work
and to do as they are told).

Yet known slavers and racists are fre-

quently depicted as heroes and inspirational figures.

And if non-

whites have someh<M managed to defeat or othendse confmmd whites,
the incidents are ani tted, played down, or turned arotmd so
as to make whites seem like tragic or synq,athetic figures or as the
victims of treachery - to wit, General Custer.

118

' 'Finally in presenting the problem the writer will recall
Williams, who has been cited already.
that one of his

reasai.s

'Williams further incidated

for writing Black history was his love for

truth, which he felt had not been told in this respect. ' 'Not as a
blind panegyrist of my race, he wrote, ''nor as a partisan apologist

7 Melvin Stienfield, (Asst. Professor of History, San Diego
Mesa College) . Cracks In The Military: Racism and Discrimination In
.American Hist9?Y Beverly Hfll: Glencol Presd, mo, p. 226. The
racist distort1~ and omissions, or "Whitewashes, and "Blackouts, "
are passicnately exposed and condemed by the fmoous sociologist who was
a central figure in the strike at San Francisco State, in 1968-69.

8 Harry Edwards, Black Students, New York : The Free Press, 1970, p. 123

5

but from a love for the truth of history, I have striven to record
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth!

I have not

striven to revive sectional animosities or race prejudices, he added.
Williams felt that the writings of his race history would serve to
elevate the position of the group in American society by educating
the majority of the population to the fonner's true value.

Simi-

larly , he felt that history woold stinul.ate the race to greater achievements. "

9

SCOPE
The scope of this chapter has been set from 180, to 1860.
The year 1803 was chosen because it was at this time that Louisi-

ana came under the influence of American control. The year 1860
was chosen as the cut-off date because it was the end of slavery.

Histories on Louisiana were chosen because they would present
a total picture of the Negro in Louisiana during the peirod of

slavery, 1903-1860.

Though there are many histories, this study is

limited to histories on Louisiana which had something to say about

the Negro slave and Feee Negro in Louisiana in more than a general
statement.

The histories contributed to an overall image of the

Negro during the period of slavery in Louisiana.
State histories, parish histories, school histories and special
histories were used in this scope.

9Thorpe,

-2.E.· cit., p. 19

6

METil)D At® SOURCES

The method used in this paper will be topical.

The topical

method will be used to divide the elements of image into a classification scheme for critical consideration of infonnation.
The author has examined the sources on the seven elements of
image.

The elements of image are as follows: mental capacity ;

work habits; loyalty or love to master; home life: personal responsibility ; moral development ; and emotional stability.

As a result of

emanining the Negro slave and/or Free Negro during the period of
slavery 1803-1860, and using the above elements as evaluative instruments, the author hopes to detennine "tJ1i.e image of the 1egro in Louisiana histories.
The sources of this paper were selected at random, thereby
presenting a saJll)ling of Louisiana histories.

Sources are from

parish histories:, state histories, school histories and special
histories.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
ntal capacity. By this tenn, the writer means the stun of th..e
mental faculties or power; the ability or process of learning as
applied to slaves and/or Free Negroes.
Work habit.

By

this tenn the writer means the acquired tendency

of the slave to work in a specific way, in a way which is largely mconscious and automatic and to also include his physical capacity.

7

Loyalty. By this tenn the writer means the degree of attachment
of the slave to his master and/or the Free Negro to the sys tern.
Personal Responsibility .

By th.is tenn the writer means the ac-

countability and reliability of the slave and/or Free Negro for his
actions and their consequences, the deliberate or voltmtary carrying
out of act.
Home life.

By this tenn the writer means the treatment and

living accomodation of the slave and/or Free Negro.
¼>ral Development. By this tenn the writer means the ability of
the slave and/or Free Negro to make a choice of right or wrong in fonns
of behavior that involves this consideration, appraised in tenns of a
standard of value or a code of morals.
Emotional stability.

By this tenn the writer means the ability

of the slave and/or Free Negro to maintain a state of equilibrium when
aroused by certain ideas and feelin~s.
Image.

Is a mental picture, idea, symbol or conception reflected

in the mind of a person.
Favorable. Without bias or prejudice, a fair assessment of all
factors that make the Negro what he is.
Hostile.

Bias or prejudice, an tm.fair assessment of all factors

that make the Negro what he is not.
HYPaI'HESIS
It is the belief of this writer that histories on Louisiana
present two distinct images of the Negro in Louisiana during the period

8
of slavery 1803-1860 ; a favorable image and a hostile image.
History books can project the image of the Negro.

A race of

people live in history, in the wrl tings of those who give meaning to
tl1eir lives in relationship to the historical process.

GJAPI'ER I I
EVOL TING MINORITY Th~AGE PRORLEM IN

HISfORICAL LITERATURE
Many studies liave dealt in recent years with the problem

of minorl ty representation in the textbooks . .A.s a result of the

reco~rli tion of thi.s problem, Carter G. Woodson founded. the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History with Journals and
Bulletins and Publications of the Association.

Mr. Woodson per-

ceived that racism, as the product of an aggregate of false beliefs
ahout a people, could he combatted best hy the proof and oublication
of the truths that dispel those beliefs. 1110
America Magazine in 1961 explored the problem of distortion

of rninori ties in American textbooks.

The purpose of this study was

to find out to what extent our American yomg people are learning
a seriously distorted UT1age of their fellow citizens: such as Jews,
Negroes and Catholics?" Time says, ' we are shocked when swastikas
are smeared on Synagogues, or Catholics are vilified in a national

election campaign.

But little attention is paid to false image,

the fantastic distortions or simply gross inaccuracies fomd in textbooks used in jtmior and senior high schools •· rll

lOJules Chametzky and Sidney Kaplan, Black ~d White In American
Culture, Boston: University of fassachusetts l>ress ,19o9 , p. 141.
11

Bigotry Through Texbooks, 11 America, Volume 106 , Number 1,
October 7, 1961, p. 4

America Magazine fotmd that in a study, "The Treatment of
Minorities In Secondary School Textbooks" - 45 in number, all widely
used in our public secondary schools - comes with pitiful inadequate
or downright distorted images of our fellow citizens, including our
recent irrlnigrants. 1112
Richard J. Margolis in 1965 addressed himself to the problem
of publishers as related to textbooks.

In his article as it ap-

peared in the Educatim Digest, "The Well Tempered Textbook, " he
mcovers the climate for producing and selling honest textbooks.

"A publisher who risks $200,000 or ioore on a single textbook is not
likely to quibble over suggestion from a textbook cOJJmittee to
let us say, play down the point that the Mexican War was really an
American land-grab.
second.

He will aim at salability first and honesty

He may hope the two qualities are somehow reconcilable, 'f5trt

if they are not his priori ties are clear. ' 113
Margolis fcnmd that 11for a century , publishers have been struggling with the problem of how to cover the Civil War objectively, without offending the South.

While a few publishers today will produce

two editions of the same book, one for the North and one for the
South, most settle for a single National Edition that caters to the
southern prejudices while hopefully , not assulting northern sensibilities.

12

Ibid, p. 5.

13
Richard J. Margolis, 1 'The Well Tempered Textbook, " Education
Digest, Volune XXXI, Number 4, Decerrber 1965 , p. 124.

11

In one history text, the phrase, "Negro coming in chains to America, "
was deleted by the publisher on the grounds it would discourage sales
in the South. " If we don't temper this, ''the editor rationalized, "we
won't get into the classrooms that need it rnost. 1114

Sol M. Elkin recognized a continuous protest by the black commtmities on the treatment of Negroes in American history textbooks.
His article',' finori ties In Textbooks: The Latest Chapter'; published
by Teacher College Record in 1965, states that, "the image of the Negro
projected by these books is being criticized with increasing frequency
by representatives of the Negro cmmnmity, and this criticism is having

an impact on all texts that touch upon the subject.

In fact, responses

to protests thus far portend extensive changes in the treatment of all
minority groups in school textbooks. " 15
Elkins fotmd that a successful protest in Detroit to insure
more accurate and htm18I1e portrayal of the Negro in American history

reveals some interesting findings.
appointed and presented a critique.

A connd ttee of school persormel was

The critique cites seven major

categories of objections to the treatment of t.~e Negro in the American
history textbooks. '. fost relate to the period from the beginning of
the North-South dispute to the Reconstruction Period following the Civil
War: (1) the book's casual approach to t.lie introduction of slavery in

Colonial America, (2) the presmred lack of interest of the Negro in
freeing himself from slavery, (3) the thesis of the positive, paternalistic

14Ibid. , p. 125

15 Sol M Elkins ' 'Minorities In Textbooks: The Last Chapter, Teacher
College Rec~rd, Vol~ 66, Number o, Baich, 196·~ p-:-S-02.
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role of the slave owner, (4) a biased description and discussion of
the Reconstruction Period, (5) an image of the Negro as a dependent,
servile creature who, wi tl1 the exception of his ability to sing and make
nrusic has contributed minimally to the development of his c0tmtry
and is incapable of ftmctioning as a responsible person, (6) failure
to discuss the historic and current struggle of the Negro to achieve
equitable civil rights, and (7) failure to mention t..he emergence of
a single black African nation, although the book does discuss the
UN and the evolution of governments in Europe, Asia and Africa.' ,16

~r. Elkins further fotmd that in 1960 , a study for the purpose
of measuring progress toward eliminating bias from texthooks fmmd
little impro¥ ment.

The treatment of American Negroes, when contrasted

with other findings showed these characteristics:

16

A.

The Negroe' s society continues to be very largely ignored.
There is a tendency to treat racial inequality and attempt
at its eradication with complacent generalizations, not
hard facts. In most cases, the presentation of the 1954
Suoreme Court decision on public school desegration bypasses any consideration of the tmderlying principles and
of subsequent, onr,oin.r atteTIIJ)ts at both compliance and
evasion. The achievements of 1iving Negro Americans are
mentioned in only a small minority of books. Residential
segregation is seldom discussed.

B.

Historically, American Negroes continm to be portrayed
primarily as simple, childlike slaves and as tmeducated,
bewildered freedmen. Most textbooks do not c ronicle
the achievements of this people in the years from 1876 to
the present. \\'J_iere a!tention is given to ~mts!an~ina
Negroes in American history, the presentation is insufficient to counterbalance the previously created stereotype of a racially inferior group.

Toid. , p. 503.

13
C.

The scientific knowledge underlying sound understanding
of the basic similarity and equality of the races of
mankind is absent from the great majority of the textbooks.

D.

With few exceptions, photographs and other illustrations
in textbooks continue to portray America as an all-white
natiYl,, not as an interracial and increasingly integrated
one.

Ray Allen Billington, in his "History Is A Dangerous Subject"
published by Saturday Review in 1966 tJtfolds a study of the bias in
history that shows that distortions do not only exist as far as race
is concerned but that bias in history textbooks extends to the religious
field.

"A study of public school history textbooks currently used

in grades 1-6, published by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
reports that these textbooks still present Protestanism in a more
favorable light than Catholicism.

It states that the most pronounced

examples of anti-Catholic sentiment relate to accounts of the Refonnatim.
Another study sponsored by B'nai B;rith, an analysis of public secondary school textbooks in American history, world history and contemorary
problem.5, concludes that the majority of these books present a large
white, anglo-saxon view of history and the current scene. 1118
Billington also found that bias in American history textbooks
has affected international cooperation.

He states that ' the firey

nationalism that marred American history textbooks a half century ago
has largely disappeared, but enough remains to alter the view point

17Ibid., p. 506
18Ray Allen Billington, ''History Is A Dangerous Subject, " Saturday
Review, 'olurne XLIX, Nurrver 3, January 15, 1966, p. 59 .

.
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of future statesmen and hinder international cooperation essential
to peace in a contracting world.

This is the conclusion of a team

of British and American historians who have just completed a survey
of the secondary school textbooks most widely used in the history
courses of two nations. 1119
Billington finds that "today's bias is more easy to detect,
partly because it often mirrors subconscious prejudices of which the
textbook author himself is ma:ware.

Today's textbooks plant in the

minds of their~ cmmtries, an exaggerated image of the virtues
of past leaders. 1120
Billington contrasts Bermett when he speaks of the danger of
words:

11

the authors nrust learn that words are as dangerous as bullets,

and that each must be carefully weighed to detect the viewpoint of
their readers.

They nrust train themselves to select from nnmti-

tu.dinous needed to present an accurate, not a distorted image of the
events they are describing.

Only when they have learned these lessons

will the authors of the textbooks be equipped to combat the nationalism
that has marred tmderstanding between nations in the past and that
even today threatens the future worldwide cooperation on which the salvation. of ht111anity depends. 1121
Time fagazine 's article 11Big Drive For Balanced Multi racial
Textbooks, published in 1966, investigates and gives an accomt of
ciril rights groups and their drive for multiracial textbooks.

19

Ibid., p. 59.

ZOib.d
_1_.' p. 81 •
21 Ib·d
1 • , p. 81 .

It was

15
revealed that in Congress and State LegislatUTes, they are pressing
the fight for nru1 ti racial textbooks with plenty of pictures and
stories about Negroes and integration. 1122
Time fOlllld that •1the state of Michigan is perhaps first to
take action toward eliminating tmbias textbooks.

The Michigan

Legislature passed a law requiring the state schools to use only
history texts that ''include accurate recording of any and all ethnic
groups who have made contributions to world, American, or the State of
~fichigan societies. 1123

California enacted a similar law.

Time concludes its findings by saying, "as the multi racial reader·
begins to catch on,

gro groups are making an even greater push to

eliminate distortions and omissions in history textbooks.

Until recently,

some popular text depicted the plantation life of Negro slaves as a carefree rmmd of play , song and dance but did not mention slave uprisings
or the Undergrotmd ~ailroad to freedom.

Researchers at Tufts University

completed a study of 24 elementary schools social studies, fotmd that
many are tinged with racism: A B'nai B'rith study of 24 high schools
social studies books disclosed that half of them did not even mention
the 1954 Supreme Court School Decision, half did not deal with the Negro
and whites together. ' 124
Lerone Bennett's The Negro In Textbooks: Reading , Ri ting and
Racism, " published by Ebony in 1967 relates how the pattern of exclusion

2211Big Drive for Balanced 'fultiracial Textbooks, " Time, Volume 88,
(August 19, 1966), p. 53.
23 Ib·d
_1_., p. 53
24
Ibid., p. 53.
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of the Negro in the American society.

He exolained, "There is consid-

erable evidence that the morale and reading ability of black children
are adversely affected by white oriented textbooks.

Recent studies

shCM that it is impossible for black children to identify with the
problemless lily-white world of the average text.

Far worse is the

fact that almst all black children are subjected to the maiming
womd of being taught to prefer others and to despise themselves.

By

any standard, the traditional textbook environment is irrelevant to
the lives of the black children who constitute the majority of the
public schools in Washington, D. C., Chicago, Newark and other Northern
and Southern cities. 1125
Bennett finds that "the average text does not tell these students
who they are and hOltl they got that way.
of their hope and of their condition.
reality.

It does not give them an image
It does not corroborate their

They do not live in the eotmtry described in the books.

These

books, the words, the pictures are about another people who live in
another country.

In sum, most textbooks make learning a bore and

physchic insult for black children. 1126
In sum, Bennett "says the pattern of exclusion in America textbook is a reflection of the pattern of exclusion in American life.

Though in part inadvertent symbolic segregation is to a great extent
deliberate and conscious, an internal necessity of a system of oppressions which cannot work without devalidating the oppressed in their

25Lerone Bermett, "1he Negro In Textbooks! Reading, 'Riting and
Racism, " ~ Volune XXII, Nmber 5, (March, 1967), p. 134.
26_1_.,
Ib·d p. 134

17
own eyes and in the eyes of others.

The exclusion of black people

from textbooks is part of the general effort to exclude them from
American life. 1127

27

Ibid., p. 134.

rnAPTER I II

nm

IMAGE OF

nm

NEGRO IN LOUISIANA HISTORY

An image is a rental picture, idea, symbol or conception

reflected in the mind of a person.

Images may not reflect the true

character of a person or group but they are powerful social determinants because they condition the way a person behaves towards
himself and how others respond to him.
In this chapter, the writer has observed the follCMing elements
of image in Louisiana histories during the period of slavery 1803-1860
to determine the image projected of the Negro: mental capacity; work
habits; loyalty or love of master ; hane life ; personal responsibility;
moral development ; and emotional stability.

The author has depicted

the favorable and the hostile aspects of each image in that order with-

in each topic.

MENTAL CAPACI1Y
Mental capacity is the sun of the mental faculties; the ability
or process of learning.
The slave has been favorably projected as being skilled and
performing work at the artisan level.

One writer observed that in

addition to working on farms and plantations, slaves sometimes
learned trades such as carpentry blacksmithing and bricklaying,

19

sugar making or mechanics.
reveals paralled skills.

28

Begnaud' s study of the period

He states that the artisans and mechanics

included the blacksmiths, carpenters, weavers, and other skilled
craftsmen. They constituted the elite of slaves and were highly
valued. 29 In Sabine Parish, Armstrong says many of the fonrer slaves
were skilled also in spinning the yams from cotton or wool, then
weaving this into cloth with artistic patterns for clothing and
30
blankets.
Uncle Palmer, he continues was a splendid craft artist,
who taught all his many children the correct technique of making
the durable baskets that so many homes used in his day. 31
Negroes have produced some of the greatest artist, scholars,
scientists, professional men and entertainers as individuals.

Ac-

cording to Rouseve 's study, Echnond Dede attained special prominence
and was considered one of the five forerost Negroes in the Tonal

arts.
Impressed by his rare musical gift the free people of color

in New Orleans, his fell~., citizens, raised ftmds with which to enable
32
him to cooplete his nrusical education in Europe.
Other men of
color, he says, distinguished themselves in New Orleans.

Among those

28East Feliciana Parish Resources and Facilities, East Feliciana
Parlsh~velopment Board, 1954, p. 14 29Allen E. Begnaud, et. al., Our Louisiana Legacy, Dallas: VaughnSteck Company, 1968, p. 291.
30Ames Lee Amstrong, Sabine Parish Louisiana: Land 2_f Green Gold
Baton Rouge: Claitor Press, 1958, p. 120
31 Ibid., p. 120.
3201.arles B. Rouseve The Negro In Louisiana, New Orleans: The Xavier
,
University Press, 1937, p.-n-.

--

20

who shared honors with Dede in his art may be mentioned, Samuel
Sneau, Basile Barnes, Eugene MacCarty and several merrbers of the
gifted Lambert family, one of whom attained the rank of professor
in Paris and was decorated by the King of Portugal. 33

In the applied sciences, according to Rouseve, Norbert Rilbieux,

a colored Creole, was tmequaled in Louisl!ana. A machinist and engineer
of first rank, especially skilled in large-scale scientific work.

He

was tmequaled in Louisiana. He invented and patented in 1846, a
vaccum cup that revolutionized sugar refining methods in that day. 34
Eugene Warbough, wen fame as a sculptor.

His work, sane

specimen's are in Saint Louis Cathedral was noted in American and
European periodicals.

35

The Free Negroes, says Bragg, held an important place in the
economic life of the state.

Planters, overseers, and practicing

physicians were fomd 8JOOI'lg the nunbers. . Many were slaveowners.
Many of these Negroes were wealthy and owned sane of the best cotton

and sugar plantations.

36

The songs of the black slaves of the South are original and
native products says Rouseve.

33
34

35

Southern whites have failed to

Ibid., p. 52

Ibid., p. 26
Ibid, p. 32.

36Jefferson Davis Bragg, Lanisiana.ln..the Caofedracy, Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1941, p. 36.

21
Southern whites have failed to contribute anything equal in merit
to even the titles of these songs, 37
Willie Caskey noted that not all the favorable Negroes were

poor ignorant beings ; however, for as a whole the regroes of
Louisiana were superior in intelligence to those of other states,
especially in and ar0tmd the city: they readily understood, and
soon appeared ready to respond to the teachings of the radicals
who be an to invite them to meetings concerned with insurrection. 38
Whereas on a whole the egroes of Louisiana were superior in
intelligence, t.liere remained a few of less intelligence. An examole
can be cited here: when word got 'rotmd dat us niggers wuz gonna be

rnansipate , none of us first knew what t.liat meant. 39
navis expresses hostility against the Negro when he says
e

oes are not capable of self government, want of discretion and

judgment. 40
Sl

!ARY FOR '1ENTAL CAPACI'IY

The question of mental capacity was not a capa½ility that

loomed large in the thinking of slave c,,mers oor those who have
written about them.

It comes as no s rprise that the ental ·mage

37 Rou.<;eve, ~- cit. , p. 25.

38 Willie ~f. Caskey , Secession and Pestoration of lo siana.
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1938, pp.89-90.

Baton

39 Annstrong,_EP. cit., p. 119.

40 Edwin a. Davis, Plantation Life .!!1 the Florida Parishes of
Louisiana, 1836-1846, New York: Coluimna University Press, 1943,p. 41.
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•uaests,

did the field labor.

jor divilicns of labor

the

divided into th-ree

gt"Clq)S:

WIS

41

'Begnaud relates that

further divided. The field gang

WIS

(1) the plow pngJ coqmed only of men,

(2) the hoe ang, including lDDltly

wcren,

and (3) the trash 11ng which

included

children and old people who wen n,sponsibl• for keeping
aro1a1a and houses cl an. 42
paud also reveals that nwards

were held out to encoura

better work. Cenenlly it was to the ll'IQter's

and to the oveneer'• advantage to tteat the slaw with consideration.
To overwork hha or to mtreat him llight cause the slaw to become
sick

OT

to rmaway.

In

It.Ill.

l!egnaud says. in either event there would

be an econmdc loss to the planter. 'Jhus, the slave's value, to sane
43
extent, protected hia trc. bei mlstnated.
RavlllfWld

Broussard gives his acc:cmt of the work habits of the

slaw : this wu the life of the slave - up to work in the dim predawn llaht, with but a 1tn,le nocm hoor re•t, totting in the fields.
until night fall ; and yet there

w!lt

probably very ffM cues of

mtreatment or ove1'WOl'k, because the planters real11ed it was to
their advantage to hep the slaws healthy and content, by providing
with adequate housing, proper food and clothinl and above all i'/
44
tftatin
h\lllnely.

41Begnaud, ~- ~ . p. 291.
421egmu1,~• .cit., p. 291
• ~ I. 1trou11aTd, ~~ of §!_•.J!!!l

PaE-5~, Batm Rouge:

Clatler's Pres•, 1955. p. 4.
44Frederick

w.

Willi-on, Northeast !,ouillana.
Recont Associatim, 1939, p. 137.

rce: Tho Historical
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Frederick Williamson reflects on the physical aspects of the
slaves.

In his study, he records that a traveller in Tensas and

Concordia Parishes in 1859 described a gang of Negroes he saw
going from a field:

First came, led by an old driver carrying a

whip, forty of the largest and strongest women I ever saw together. 45
The Negro slave nrust be given credit for the developnent of
the state.

Edwin Davis reiterates that Negro slaves fimlished most
of the plantation labor in ante-bellun Louisiana. 46 fu Pratz gives
credit to the slave for his success in perfonning all the labor of

agr1·cu1 ture. 47
From an tmfavorable point of view, Edwin Davis acknowledges
that at times the slaves did not work well and at times also when
very Ii ttle was accomplished. 48 1he slaves worked long hours, receiving
. return says n..,
•
49
only a bare 11.ving in
JJ(l.vis.
ru.MA.RY FOR \'tURK HABITS

Work habits of the slave was not i.q>ortant in a compulsory labor
system.

The term "overseer and slave driver" indicate that
+

45 Frederick w. Williamson, Northeast Louisiana, Monroe:
Record Association, 1939. p. 137.

The Historical

46 Edwin A. Davis, Louisiana The Pelican State, p. 183.
47 M. LePage fu Pratz, The Historr of Louisiana, London, T. Becket
1945. p. 357.

48 Edwin A. Davis, Plantation Life In The Florida Parishes of
Louisiana, 1836-1846, p. 39
49 Edwin A. Davis, Louisiana The Pelican State, p. 184.
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labor was not left to the whim of personal incentive or motivation
at general levels of perfonnance.

The image that emerges from the

histories is that work habits was built upon organization and
specialization: and were obviomly built upcn the capability of the
slave or free Negro.

There also emerges the idea that the mental

and physic.al comfort of the slave was cmsidered important in increasing
his favorable disposition toward work.

There is some indication that

the image is colored by the idea of overwork and the limited rewards
of slavery.

However, the daninant theme is that work was regular,

hard, sufficient, and organized.
LOYALTY

Loyalty is the degree of attachment of the slave to his master

and/or Free

Negro

to the system.

According to this study, the loyalty of the old Negro slave

house servant, was a thing that the Union Forces could not understand,

as in imunerable instances they suffered all kinds of indignities
even death in striving to save the lives and property of the master and
mistress.

The study relates that one old Negro butler on a plantation

belonging to the Forstall family, allowing a Union soldier to shoot

him rather than tell where his master was hidden, or where his mistress
had secreted her money, jewels and silverware. SO Al ton V. Moody gave

his account of the slave's loyalty in his study by saying that a Negro

SOHennan de Bachelle Seebold, Old Louisiana Plantation Hanes and Family
Trees, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Library Comnission, 1941, p. 111. -
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boasted of the superiority of everything on his master's plantation
over everything else.

Moody furt...'ier emphasized that by encouraging

this pride in home plantations one could develop, in a part of his
slaves, a spirit of loyalty upon which he could depend under most

51
ordinary c i rcunstances.

Joe Gray Taylor says that great mass of

Louisiana slaves remained at home.

52

Jefferson Davis Braggs reveals

that in most cases the slave remained faithful to his mistress and
master at least until the coming of the Federal Amies, but many
remained loyal and peaceable to the very end. 53 In East Feliciana
Parish many of the slaves were so loyal and devoted to their masters
that they remained on the plantations throughout the Civil War and
after they had been given their freedom.

Many continued to work for

their fonner masters as share croppers , laborers, and domestic servants.

From the unfavorable side of the picture

Du Pratz remarked that

some of the slaves had killed or drowned themselves, several of them
have deserted and all this from an apprehension that the white men
were going to drink their blood.

55

51Alton

v. Moody, Slave~ On Louisiana ~f:r Plantation, Baton
Rouge: The Louisiana His torcarQuartely, 1
, p. 23
52Joe Gray Taylor, ~~ Slave~ In Louisiana, Ba.ton Rouge: The
Louisiana Historical Assoc!aticn, 963, p. 175.

53Bragg, ~cit., p. 210.
541:ast Feliciana Development Board, p. 15.
55fu Pratz, ~-, cit., pp. 357-358

54
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lmfavorable, Bragg depicted the Negro as one who stole or
destroyed the property of their masters and of others. 56
Perhaps the most unfavorable aspect of the loyalty image is the

nmaways. Moody analysis of the nm.away revealed that Negroes sometimes ran away because of positive cruelty, sometimes because of
whipping or threats of whipping, and somethies merely because they

were dissatisfied.

He also fotmd that Negroes are knCMn as habitual

nmaways and were less desirable than those of a less roving disposition. 57 Running away was the most corrmon misdemeanor on the
Barrow plantatim according to Davis. 58 Bragg notes that during the

days prior to the war sane slaves ran away at the first opportmity. 59

Taylor fotmd that masters and society fotmd it necessary to be on guard
60
against runaway slaves.
St}IMI\RY FOR IJJYAL'IY

Loyalty was a concept in slavery, particularly, in the latter
ante-bellum period and given the nature of slave property, that the
master class did not expect. Th.at it appears in the image of the

56Bragg, ~cit., p. 210.
57Moody, ~- cit., pp. 38-39.

58Edwin A. Davis, Plantation Life In The Florida Parishes~f

Louisiana 1836-1846, p. 48.
59Bragg, ~• cit., p. 209.

60raylor ,~· cit., p. 168
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slave at all is a reaction of the historians to the loyalty of the
slaves during the war as much as anything else in the slavery area.
The fact that many slaves faced death to save the property and
the persons of master and his dependent household during the war
brings to this image the idea that pride in work and the achievements
of his home plantation could increase the sense of loyalty. The
image is eschewed a bit because it admits the possibility of
defraying morale by cruelty, and that there might result in the
process, stealing, destruction of property and nnming away.

Th.e

image of the slave that emerges from the histories therefore, seems

in retrospect, to be a flash-back from their concept of gratitude
for war services, more than a concept that emerges from the slave
period.

Never-the-less, the image is dominantly favorable.
H(ME LIFE

Home life is the treatment and living accOIOOdatian of the

slave and/or Free Negro.
A study released by the East Feliciana Parish Development
Board depicted the hane life of the Negro slave very favorably.
The study fomd that some of the slaves learned many of the elegant
and well-bred manners of their masters and became excellent and devoted
dorestic servants.
and housed.

The slaves were well-fed and adequately clothed

The report continues by saying that the slaves ate about

as well as day laboring whites and perhaps better than some of them,
and his clothing and housing would have compared about as favorable.

29

Slaves were cared for with kindness when thJy were ill or became
too old or otherwise tmable to perfonn their duties and in many
respects were treated as well as members of the master's

CMn

family. 61

The slaves were treated with cmsideration in Avoyelles Parish
says Corrine Saucier.

62 Raymond Broussard observed that the Negro

quarters appeared to be snOW' white and that visitors to the region
were generally surprised by the good treatment they received from their
owners.

63

In Northeast Louisiana many of the plantations had dwellings

of the cottage type for the overseer, and cabins for the Negroes. 64
Slave marriages were conrnon but interracial promiscuity was bitterly
condemned.
The image of the slave and free Negro in this area emerges as a
part of the total hane in the plantation concept. A significant part
of the image has to do with the opporttmity the plantation afforded for
the cultivation of the life of the slave.

The ''big house 11 was a

school of manners and th.e doimstics are portrayed as benefi tting directly
by proximity to the master class.

The plantation extended family is

shown as benign because it was kind to the slave in sickness and in

heal th: and shared with him a job in his marriage or other good
forttme.

The historian missed few efforts to demonstrate that the

61 East Feliciana Parish Development Board, pp. 14-15.

62 Corrine L. Saucier, Histoty of Avoyelles Parish Louisiana, New
Orleans: Pelican Publishing Co., Jgf3, p. 225.
63

Broussard, ~- cit., p. 4

64 Williamson, ~- cit., p. 138
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slave was well treated, though few attempts were made to account

for such difficulties as separation of families or the thwarting of
ambitions.

However, the dominant image that emerges from the litera-

ture is a favorable one if the parental concern for the slave by the
master is considered an evidence of the humanitarian cast of the slave
system.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILI'IY
Persmal responsibility is the acrotm.tability and reliability
of the slave and/or Free Negro for his action and their consequences,

the deliberate or voltmtary carrying out of act.
The slave adequately filled the role as a responsible persm

dtn"i.ng the period of slavery. Writers on the subject comnented very
favorably in his behalf.

Begnaud observed that each of the field gangs

was supervised by a driver and that the driver was a trusted slave

who became very important to the nmning of the plantation. 65 Davis
gives an acc01.mt of Free Negroes CMlling slaves and that many of the
slaves were pemitted to

CMn

property by working nights, Saturday after-

noons , Sm.day and on holidays, were ab le to purchase a 1ittle property
66
and sometimes to even purchase their freedom.
t1oody notes that
the assistant to the overseer on nearly every plantation was slave 67
65

66

Begnaud, ~- cit., p. 291.

Edwin A. Davis, Louisiana The Pelican State, p. 184.

67 Moody, 2£.· cit., p. 22.
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appointed on the grmmds of his good character, intelligence, and
ability to handle men.

In his study, Edwin Davis noted that in

lieu of an overseer Barrow made use of a Negro driver in his fields. 68
.fany of the slaves were hired out by the master and pennitted to
retain some of their wages and thus were able to save money to buy
their freedom.

A free colored man, according to Moody, served as

69
manager or overseer on every plantation.
Unfavorably, according to Moody, N~groes are known to be careless and in many instances dishonest al though it should be remembered
that not every Negro was unworthy of confidence. He also states that
slaves were almost never depended upon for self-government. 70
ru.MARY

FOR PERSONAL RESPCNSIRILI'IY

Long a point of argument in the imagery of slavery, the question

of responsibility is almost 1000t fran the standpoint of generalization.
It was to be expected then that there would emerge in this category
two distinct images.

Hostile observers continue that concept of

criminality and childishness by showing the slave as both careless and
dishonest.

Others equally as credible give the image of the slave as

trustworthy to the extent that he could be designated a supervisor of
labor for the master and could aspire to the status of earning his own

6

8Edwin A.

Davis, Plantation Life In The Florida Parishes of

Louisiana 1836-1846, p. 40

69Moody, 5?£.. cit. , p. 20
1<\foody op. cit., p. 23
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fre~om and becoming a slaveowner himself.

The slave was

~tent to produce both f igm-es, but die writers of the histories
seldom bother to make this clear.
~ORAL DEVELOPMENT

Moral development is the ability of the slave and/or Free Negro

to make a choice of right or wrong in behavior that involves this
consideration, appraised in tenns of

:t.

standard of value or a code of

mrals.
Morally speaking fran a favorable approach, Bragg asserts that

to the credit of the Negro race it should be said that their record in
these years was relatively free of crlme. 71
Gamie W. fcGinty takes the opposi_te side in which he depicts

an tmfavorable aspect of moral by saying, there were therefore a large
72
m.DMer of Negroes of the criminal type in the state in 1860.
Negroes of all classes were loose in their morals and loved

gambling and whiskey says Moody.

73

Davis reveals that slave crime

was a Southern problem which went hand-in-hand with the institution of

slavery.

74

71 Bragg,_EE.. cit., p. 210.
72Garnie

w.

McGinty, A History of Louisiana, New York: The Exposition

Press, 1949, p. 220
73Emdn A. Davis, Plantation Life In The Florida Parishes of Louisiana

1836-1846, p. 49.
74Davis,~. cit., p. 51.
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Sl MARY FOR ~RAL DEVEWPMENT
The slave and free Negro were not expected to be moral in the
higher sense of the word any rore than one would expect such refined
concept 8l00Il& the beast of the field.

The image that emerges from

the histories is tmfavorable because the picture is so given.
is the idea that the slave was relatively free from crime.

There

But

on the otber hand the image dominates that the habit of selling
troublesone slaves down river to Louisiana made it a dumping gr01.md
for tmdesirables.

-1orals were loose, and the slaves are pictured

as gamblers and whiskey drinkers.

This image is consistent with the

concept of the slave as beyond self government and with little concept
of higher spirl tual motivations.

BmIONAL STABILl'IY
Frootional stability as used here is the ability of the slave
and/or Free Negro to maintain a state of equilibrium when aroused by
certain ideas and feelings.

According to Lyle Saxon proverbs are characteristic of the Louisiana
Plantation Negro, and give an insight into his nature.

These proverbs

and figures of speech have been taken down at various times and places
and I have gathered them together here because they show something
75
of the Negroes' kindliness , his humor and 1ceen observation.
.Amos

75 Lyle Saxon, Old Louisiana, N'ew York: The Century Company, 1929, p.353
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Amstrong talks about the humor of Nearoes.

Yn his book, he nys

' lncle Sy Williams was the jolliest of all • his laugh could be heard

a hslf mi le down the TOad when he was driving his ox team flt llinr a
load of wood to town.
!

egroes on

tTOtt

1176

A stufy by Udwin Davis l'eW'als that the

Plrmtation had their name up in the neighbomood

for Jtakin more t han anyone else and they thought whatever they did

was better tr.an anyone else. Keeping the workers in this frame of
mind was an investment that paid good dividends. 77
H nry

Cham rs study comiente on the slaves dance as a form

of expressioo.

He says the slaws had tJ1eir dances, weird, and

grotesque affairs reminiscent of the African jun les whence they
originally had come.

78

Lyle Saxon depicts wfavorable aspects of the slave:
Plantation Negro is ever alert for anens.

Th.e

He reads meanings into

t hings which the white man ignores or faih to see.

'Ihe . 'egro has

superstitions concerning the sun, the wind, the moon, and the stars ~
superstitions regarding the
mice, cats and dogs.

1l1fJI'\

and animals around hllll , the rats and

He continues by sayinsr tl e Ne

lives in a

world infinitely more inteTesting and tenible ; for every breeze brings

an omen for good or bad luck and the sunlip.ht itself nmt be watched for

16 m5trongt ~· ci!,, p. 120
77 I!eniy E. Chambers , A. storv of Louisiana, Chicago :
HistOt'ical Society, Inc. VoliileT. l ~"!S , P. ~56.
78 Taylor, ~· cit., p. 175.

nie

.erlcan

shadCMS of passing birds.

79
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Du

Pratz says they are very super-

stitious, and are much attached to their prejudices, and little toys
which they call gris gris.

It would be improper therefore to talce

them from them, or even speak of them to them: for they would believe
themselves tmdone, if they were stripped of those trinkets. 80
Alcee Fortier says slavery was a joke upon the Negro's neck
and that every conscientious proprietor felt that these were helpless creatures, whose life and limbs were, in a certain sense, under
81
his contro1.
St.JM.fARY FOR FMJI'IONAL SfABILI1Y

The baclcgr0tmd of the slave in Louisiana is one that is
especially intriguing to the image observer. The long history of
exotic occult religious practices is ona that has given a special
flavor to the conceptual tmderstanding of Negroes generally.

It is not

surprising then that the historians would reflect this same image by
dwelling on the Negroes use of proverbs and figures of speech: the
Negroes keen sense of humor and his capacity to observe "signs".
The proclivity for dancing is an old sterotype and the innate conservatism of these people is emphasized.

Th.e more unfriendly im age makers

are long on their insistence upon the superstition of Negroes, and the

79

.

saxon, ~- cit., p. 345.

80nu Pratz, ~- cit., p. 358 •

\

81Alcee Fortier, Louisiana, Atlanta: South.em Historical Association

Volume II, p. 309.
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insistence upon spirits and hexes only enforces the image of their
helplessness.
reveals a

The image here is two-fold: favorable in that it

helplessness.

The image here is two-fold; favorable in that

it reveals a keeness and capacity to observe, and mfavorable because
it portraits blind superstition and helplessness.

CHAPIBR IV
st ,MARY AND CONCLUSION
The first attack was leveled at the secondary level on the
question. of minority image and has spread to sreneral historical
area.

This study was in that latter area.
The image of the Negro in Louisiana has been observed through

seven selected elements of image: mental capacity; work habits ;
loyalty or love to masters; home life; personal responsibility ~
moral developnent ; and emotimal stability.
The author has canvassed the current literature on minority
image in history for perspective on the general problem area.
Sources of this paper were selected at random, thereby presenting
a sampling of Louisiana histories.

Sources are from parish histories,

state histories, school histories and special histories.
The mental image of the slave and free Negro finds certain
lirni tations in histories about slavery.

Race conscious Negroes writing

about the situation have put great stress upon the achievements of
Free fulattoes in the arts, professions and planting, and thus left
an image of the in;>act of white blood on mental capacity.

Iowever,

the strongest image to emerge from the pattern of histories in this
study is the achievement of the slave and free Negro at the artisan
level of skills.

House servants and field hands are seldom if ever

referred to in tenns of competence, and thus we have the impression

38

afforded that only artisan skills are the desirable and acceptable
for the Negro in Louisiana.
Work habits of the slave was not an important idea in a compulsory labor system.

Th.e image that emerges from the histories is

that work habits was built upon organization and specialization: and
were obviously built upon the capability of the slave or free Negro.
There also emerges the idea that the mental and physical comfort of
the slave was considered important in increasing his favorable disposition tCMard work.

There is some indicaticns that the image is

colored by the idea of ovet'Work and the limited rewards of slavery.
However, the daninant theme is that work was regular, hard sufficient and
organized.
Loyalty was a concept in slavery, particularly, in the latter
ante-belltun period and given the nature of slave property, that the
master class did not expect.

That it appears in the image of the

slave at all is a reaction of the historians to the loyalty of the
slaves during the war as much as anything else in the slavery area.
The fact that many slaves faced death to save the property of the
persons of the master and his dependent household during the war
brings this il'lage the idea that pride in work and achievements of
his home plantation could increase the sense of loyalty.

The image

is eschewed a bit because it admits the possibility of defreasiny
morale by cruelty, and that then might result in the process of
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stealing, destruction of property and nmningaway. The imge of the
slave that emerges from historians therefore seems in retrospect
to be a flash-back from their concept of gratitude for war service

'

mre than a concept that emerges from the slave period. Never-theless the image is dominantly favorable.

The image of the slave and free . 1egro in the area of hore life
emerges as a part of the total hore in the plantation concept.

A

significant part of the image has to do with tlie opporttmi ty the
plantation afforded for the cultivatioo. of the life of the slave.
The "big house" was a school of manners and the domestic are portrayed as benefiting directly by pro:rlmi ty to the master class . The
plantation extended family is shown as benign because it was kind
to slaves in sickness and in health· and shared with him a joy in
his rnarria e or other ood fortune.

The historians missed few

efforts to demonstrate that the slave was well treated, though few
attempts were made to accomt for such difficulties as separation
of families or the thwarting of anbitions.

However, the dominant

image that emerges from the literature is a favorable one if the
paternal concern for the slave by the master is considered an
evidence of the humanitarian cast of the slave system.
Long a point of argument in the imagery of slavery, the question

of responsibility is almost moot from the standpoint of generalization.
It was to be expected then that t..liere would emerge in this catevory
two distinct images.

Hostile observers continue the concept of

criminal! ty and childishness by sha~in . the slave as hoth careless and
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dishonest.

ve the imaee of the slave

Others equally as credible

as trustworthy to the extent that he could be designated a supervisor of lahor for the mast r and could aspiTC to the status of earning
his own freedom and hecondn

a slaveowner himelf. The slave systein

was competent to produce both fi

seldom bother to

s, but the writers of the histories

this clear.

The slave and fTee Negro were not expected to e moral in the

of the word

any

mre than one would expect such refined

concept among the beast of the field.

ni

the hi.5torles is tmfavorahle became

,e picture is so iven.

ima e t.liat emerges from

is the idea that the slave was relatively free fmn cri..nie.
the other hand the i

There

nut on

ge doll1inates that the habit of sellin.. trouble-

some slsves own river to Louisiana Mde it a dlmlpini! ground for mdesirahles. \{orals were loose, and the slaws are pictuTed as gamblers
'

and whiskey drinkers.

This Ima e is consistent with the conc:e t of

the slave as beyond self-government and with little conce t of higher
spiritual mtivations.
The background of the slave, emtimally, in Louisiana is me

that is especially intrlging to the image observer. The lon. history
of exotic occult reli ious practices is me that has ~iven a special
flavor to the conceptual m.dentanding of egroes generally.

It is

not surprising then that the historians would TCfloct this s
dwelling on · e

groes use of proverbs an

image,

figures of speech: the

Negroes keen sense of humor and his capacity to obsene "sifm-5'' .
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The proclivity for dancing is an old sterotype and the innate conservatism of these people is ~asized. The more unfriendly imaR('
makers are lonP. on their insistence

up<Xl

the superstition of

groes,

spirits and hexes only enforces the image of their helplessness. The
heff is two-fold1 favorable in that it rewals a keeness and

im

cilJ) city to ohserve and un!avorabl

s

rstition

,md

because it portrait, blind

I elplessness.

In conclusion. the writer found the bages to be very favorable
in th.e elements of worlc habits, loyalty, mental capacity and ham

life.

The images of penonal responsibility and emotimal stability

pTesented a two-fold irnag of being favorable and hostile, while the
moral ifflav.e is consistently h05tile.
Therefore. it was the belief of this writer that histories m
Louisiana presents two distinct images of the Negro in Louisiana
durin the period of slavery 1083-1860: a favorable and a hostile
ln!age.

History hooks c.an project the image of the :egro.

A. nace of

peo;,lc live in history in the wrlti s of those who f!ive meaning to
their life in relatianship to the historical process.
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